ALERT: New Opal Treatment; Dyed and colorless Resin
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Figure 1: Eight treated opal sample

Recently, our reliable friends have sent us ten samples consisting of Indonesian Opal material
before and after heavily treated. Normally, Opals are smoke and sugar treated to darken the
body color. In this case, its quite different. This article will briefly explain the characteristic of
those opal, before and after treatment, thus helping us understanding better on how to identify
such treated opal. Please note that to be able to identify it, at least a standard gemological
microscope is compulsory.
The aim of this treatments on these Opal is to completely change the body color from white to
black and then improving its durability while at the same time its appearance by covering it
with thick colorless resin.

Sample materials; Before treatment
These Opal are basically a white, highly water absorbing material that could easily stick with
your finger. The hardness and toughness of these material are also relatively very low and not
suitable for daily use as well. Here are the materials;

A closer look of the white opal material before treatment under microscope:

Figure 2: The original material before treatment (rough and polished)

After treatments;
The process started with dying the opal, and then covering the whole stone with colorless
resin. Opals that has been treated this way resulted in an drastic change in the body color. As
you can see below, the body color becomes completely black and the resin coating gives an
overall improvement of the appearance.

Figure 3. Black opal after treatment sample 1
.

Figure 4. Black opal after treatment sample 2

Identification;
Microscope is the most essential tool to observe this characteristic to further determine the
treatments applied. Under microscope, we can clearly see the unsual color concentration that
cannot be found in un-treated natural opal. Normally, Smoke and Sugar treated Black Opal will
show some black spot as an indication of the treatment, while other standard dyed Opal will
have very unnatural looking, bright red or purple color in darkfield lightning condition. It is quite
different in this case, though. Here are some of the pictures:

Figure 5. The black color concentration is clearly visible

Figure 6. A closer look

Figure 7. Another sample also shows similar indication of color concentration

Figure 8. a unique pattern surrounded with black color concentration

Figure 9. Here we can spot some of the dried resin remaining at the back of the stone

Figure 10. Resin covering the whole Opal

Conclusion:
These kind of heavily treated Opal is spreading right now; therefore its very important for gem
enthusiast and gemological laboratory to pay more attention. The way to identify it is not
difficult at all, but tricky indeed. Without careful examination, its very likely that, even a gem
expert will not find any suspicious indication due to the fact that those kind of characteristic has
never been reported. It is also possible that people can think that these characteristic is just a
natural characteristic found in some newly discovered Opal.
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